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I lay here, exhausted and more confused than when my night first started. I've just discovered

something else about myself that I wish wasn't true. Not only do I have to feed on the blood of

humans, I've also found out that I need the "essence of a man" as Theoden called it, in order to

survive. If that isn't enough on my plate, I know Theoden wants to break me down even more. He

won't be happy until he's taken every part of me that wants to fight him and crushed it under his

foot. He wants me to submit to him and I only pray that I can resist his hold over me. Warning: This

novelette series contains hardcore sexual situations between men, not meant for sensitive eyes.

Iâ€™m talking crude, lewd and full of attitude. This series will most likely either offend you or get ya

revved up. This series isnâ€™t going to be pulling any punches whatsoever, so youâ€™ve been

warned. Mature Adult Content meant for readers looking for something dark, taboo, sexy, and

unapologetic in their paranormal erotica. This is NOT a romance. This novelette is approximately

18800 words.*As of 1/2/15, this novel has been re-edited for your reading enjoyment.
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Noel lives in a future dystopian society where vampires rule over humans and where his fate as a

newly turned (embraced) vampire to ThÃ©oden carries with it MANY new rules to learn or be



punished beyond human endurance, even extremely painful for a vampire. Noel is expected to

submit to ThÃ©oden or suffer the consequences. In this sequel we experience the pain to Noel both

physically and emotionally giving in to the urges brought on by ThÃ©odenÃ¢Â€Â™s blood in his

body. Noel is forced to dress like a woman whore for his night of initiation and debauchery. What I

donÃ¢Â€Â™t understand as a reader is WHY they made him dress like a woman if theyÃ¢Â€Â™re

attracted to men? Remarks that are made make it sound like that entices them to want him. Should

that be the case? Great read. Dark M/M causes much anguish!

Addicted just wont cover it...not even sure why. (laughs) But yeah before this series Nicholas was a

unknown Author to me. Now all I want to do is bask in his talent not only to weave such dark,

intense magic he pushes you right over the cliff. In a world of paranormal combined with BDSM

more SM than the BD.. but wow.Each book as this one is short and to the point, you need to read

them in order but its well worth your time.Theoden is a force to reckon with every part of him

demands respect and he wont be denied. Noel is or was a resistance fighter and now he belongs to

one of the most powerful Vampire Lords in existence. There are times I just wanted to shake Noel

and say really?? Still fighting? for what exactly. The pain Noel has endured was his in the making, a

hard lesson to learn. In this book 4 lessons still to be learned but also the time has come to bond,

not only with his Sire/Master but the rest of his brothers. As he tries to continue to fight to keep

himself, Theoden strives to show him just what he is and what he's lost but there are times you will

see a wee bit, just a wee bit of softness in the Great Vampire Lord.The story is quick, scenes

intense and well written. I think I even cringed myself at certain parts. This so far as been a

awesome amazing series. Again as the others.. its not for the faint of heart. Those of you that likes

the dark and intense.. then I recommend this book and the series. Enjoy

This was probably the hottest episode yet in the series. Noel truly submitted for the first time and he

found that his world didn't end.

Noel is such a pussy. He submitted too easily. I thought he would have more fight in him. But I

guess he just got tired of being punished.

This is got to be one of the best series that I have read in a very long time. This is a dark erotic

bdsm like paranormal story that is so refreshing and new that makes it so intense that you read

through it and are so excited for the next installment. This series MUST be read in order or it will



make little sense and you will not get the true enjoyment from it. Definitely one that I have

recommended to friends and one that is in my favorites section in my Kindle.

After having to submit to his brothers, Noel is finally learning it is easier to submit and admit the truth

of enjoying all of the activities then suffering the consequences.This Series is unlike any you have

read before. On to book 5!

Noel is finally giving in. He fought a bit too hard, in my opinion. After going through so much, he held

on to his pride too long for someone who longed for death on several occasions. It saddens me to

see it, though.

OMG ~ Where does one even begin "reviewing" anything that the marvelous Nicholas Bella writes?

I recently discovered this author and I am committed and recommend you do the same. Start from

the beginning with Episode One of Season One. It's free, no excuses.
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